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TRANSFORATIONS AND FACTORISATION OF ORDINARY 
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

L.M.Berkovic 
Kuibyshev State university, USSR 

In the constructive investigation of differential equations the facto
risation and transformation methods play a great role. But their sepa
rate usage as a rule is not quite effective: there are no general ru
les for searching of substitutions and finding of the explicit form 
of factorisation faces principal difficulties. 
In the report the advantages of using these methods together are shown. 
It gives an opportunity to expend them to the nonlinear case and to 
obtain concrete results concerned with integration and qualitative 
investigation of broad class of differential equations. 
I .Factorisation and reducibility of linear equations. Consider a line
ar differential equation 

i & **) " 

LV » 2.<Z*c>0y =0, f')~J/d*§ r/^f <J,«)* 4r I-fa Sj CI). 
According to the G.Mammana theorem there always exists factorisation 
/in general noncommutative/ in terms of the first order differential 
operators 

\p m f] ( 2) -*Lc»0* * 0 5) « <l/Jx3 (2) 

d*(Tt) are generally complex-valued functions in X . There fore one 
fails to construct such factorisation in general case as it is neces
sary to solve the Lyapunov-Poincare ( n-IJ order nonlinear differenti
al equation 

ru ^ U) 

/when n»2 ^3) becomes the Riccati equation/. 
Effective explicits factorisation can be realised if one employes to 
its structure additional requirements. There is remarcable explicit 
factorisation structure for commutative multipliers (!£; — <A^x)) K*{h 

when ^ K - S ' - ^ A I . I ^ 7*sa*rfand (2) is reducible by the transformation 

& 9&Xp(~fl$* fibt)2 t0 tne equation with constant coefficients. 
More general ia the class of differential equation being reducible 
by the transformation 

3 «tr(x)Z J cH ~Utx)tJx . U$ ir± <T2̂  bit/ 0 (4) 
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to the equation 

/1Z *.___*_ 2?-0, L~ccndt O^d/Ji. (5) 
K_0 ' * 

Theorem I .In order to reduce (I) to (5) by (4) it ie necessary and auf-
ficient that either the factorisation /noncommutative/ 

u»Q[2)-ÿ-^í-И-' 
or the commutative factorisation 

ЬzГ\(ï&-$i-г*)y 
K*4 

where 7* are the roots of the characteristic equation Z-o*^ — ̂  
u*o 

is hold* 

In this ease it is necessary / and for n»2 at the same time suffi

cient / that 

Vex) = I UMl^exp tkfaJ* * 7Z*"S*<k\ 

where 

are semiinvariants of £l) and (5) with respect to the transformation 
of the function only J/** 2*60 Z. 
There is the differential relation between 2/ and iLl 

K.SO 

3* Jactoyisation of nflnfcnear refocifrl.e equations. 
Theorem 2»In order to reduce the nonlinear nonautonomous n-order dif
ferential equation 

J(*,^'>..,^=0 (6) 
to (5) by the transformation 

J/xlttJ^WZ ttt^CUxV)clx (7) 
i t i s necessary and sufficient that 

.*..Vt-
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i^cOlf/jx Bre t h e r 0 0 t 8 °f ££* Z*~Ot 
The important apecial cases of (7) are the transformation (4) carrying 
out autonomisation /elimination of independent variable from the equa
tion / and transformation 

s=vw)z , dt=k(y)dx (9) 
carrying out exact linearisation of equations. 
4*The autonomisation gives an opportunity to find the conditions for 
reduction 6 to autonomous form and to solve an inverse problem of 
finding the form of variable coefficients necessary for this, and also 
to obtain exact aolutiona* 
Tpftim̂  n;r in order to reduce (6) to the autonomous form 

VYz,iy.../£j=0 cio) 
by (4) it ia neceasary and sufficient (6) admits the one-parameter 
Ida group with generator 

and has the following structure 

X-fci: •*£*£• W 
In the theory of differential aquations and numerous applications 
there are often the equations represented as a sum of linear and non
linear parte which are suitable to be written in form 

y"+a0(*)y tj(7Q¥ Pet, v, v ) =-o. (K) 
Theorem 3« For reduction of (l2) to the autonomous form 

z ±e<i+&i +az&ztz)~o, (i3) 
it ia neceasary and sufficient that 

where VXx)=ilU *Kj>(*j6Jwf7c) and I4,(x) satisfies the Kummer-Schwars 
aecond order aquation 

ilZ ~ T (&J * (&" Trtf) tc*~a*c*t 
in this case (12) has the exact particular solution of the form Sis 

:zp2fty where j) i n root of G*p+Q>£ $(p t>)-0 m ToT reduction 
(12) to (13) by C4)it ia neceasary and sufficient ^x) satisfies 
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J"--'•£.Y~tv*?)Ao)f + :-̂ >*?> ~ y ^ , ' j ^ . y > / r ^ 

/k*Ifif b j ^ i k*0, if b ^ O A 

g+lfrac* Mn?^rigfl^iQn S ^ s opportunity to find a general form of the 
nonlinear autonomous equation h ('/ '/,. / *) C admitting an exact 
reduction to (5) by the nonlinear transformation (9) f to construct 
invarianta /the firat integrals/, to obtain the general solution of 
the nonlinear equation in a parametric form, to investigate the equa
tions of forced nonlinear oscillations of the forme Ft&y, j^V^uX 
In particular the second order equation which can be linearised must 
have structure 

y**£<y>y'W;j- />y' + ftt*)«c (i4) 

where >^ v> h * W are orbitrary functions, £ - i*e\pG*hiifo) or 

In these cases (14) has the general solution respectively 

y -. X"7-%>>_, X(i>)-pSfrozpLfhW'J **Jrf fe 
u - $2-t*>' v• _CM J " 1-aiM ~Hw*) 

and admits the first integrals /invariants/ L.. 

The analogous results have been obtained for the equations of the 
third and higher orders but because of its complication we shall not 
take them here. 
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